Abstract. In this work we present a method for the computation of novel 'ideas' from corpora of scientific text. The system functions by first detecting concept noun-phrases within the titles and abstracts of publications using Part-Of-Speech tagging, before classifying these into sets of problem and solution phrases via a target-word matching approach. By defining an idea as a co-occurring <problem,solution> pair, knownidea triples can be constructed through the additional assignment of a relevance value (computed via either phrase co-occurrence or an 'idea frequency-inverse document frequency' score). The resulting triples are then fed into a collaborative filtering algorithm, where problem-phrases are considered as users and solution-phrases as the items to be recommended. The final output is a ranked list of novel idea candidates, which hold potential for researchers to integrate into their hypothesis generation processes. This approach is evaluated using a subset of publications from the journal Science, with precision, recall and F-Measure results for a variety of model parametrizations indicating that the system is capable of generating useful novel ideas in an automated fashion.
Introduction
The process of attacking problems by first canvassing participants for spontaneous ideas, collating their responses and distilling the results, is often referred to as brainstorming. The term, as popularized by Osborn [26] and expanded upon by Kling [22] and Jessop [19] , now corresponds to a well-known set of guidelines for generating creative solutions that entail: discussion of the problem; unconstrained consideration as to how best to solve the problem; screening of the contributions; and, finally, commitment to action. While this approach to problem solving has traditionally required active human participation, in this paper we explore the following challenge: given the inordinate amount of scientific literature now accessible via the web, is it possible to automate the brainstorming process via machine learning?
While the idea of supporting the ideation process via technology is not new (the term Computer-Assisted Brainstorming was coined three decades ago [17] ), prior research has focussed on visualization tools, organizational applications and associated Human-Computer Interaction challenges [14, 5, 6] . However, text mining and computational linguistic techniques have now progressed to the point that notions of automatically extracting information from text and recognizing the links between underlying topics and concepts has become commonplace [31, 2, 12] . This brings with it opportunity to not only provide support tools for ideation process, but to actually generate ideas themselves.
Generating novel ideas from the automated processing of mass corpora of scientific text requires us to address several conceptual problems. First, we face the issue that the term 'idea' itself is not at all well-defined from a comprehension perspective [15, 20] . Second, new ideas are built upon domain knowledge that is extremely hard, if not impossible, to formalize [37] . Third, ideas from different domains exhibit widely varying characteristics; and finally, commonly used methods for ideation, such as the Gordon technique and expertness [32] are very difficult to computerize. These issues imply that obtaining perfect solutions to problems without human input is unrealistic. However, there is much potential in addressing the sub-task of generating idea candidates. Using a functional definition of an "idea" as a <problem,solution> pair (in the vein of [37] ), we present an algorithmic approach to idea formulation. Our method breaks the task at hand into the following components: 1. a stage of text mining and linguistic processing of mass scientific corpora; 2. a supervised classification stage to isolate problem and solution concepts; and 3. a stage of re-combination via collaborative filtering, which outputs novel idea pairs for researchers to consider. This approach is evaluated using a subset of publications from the journal Science, and both statistical and qualitative evaluations indicate encouraging results. With a corpus of papers that cut across multiple disciplines, it is hoped that some of the idea candidates produced by the system will assist with the sort of cross-disciplinary ideation that is difficult to generate by conventional means.
Related Work
The concept of Computer-Assisted Brainstorming (CAB) was established by Hollander [17] in the 1980s, and envisioned interactive computer programs designed to enhance creative thinking. It was several decades later, however, before researchers successfully developed software tools to support brainstorming. Hardenberg et al. [14] introduced a Bare-hand HCI system, which integrated optical finger tracking into a two-phase brainstorming scenario. Phase 1 involved the collection a large number of ideas from participants and display on a video wall, with phase 2 seeing participants freely and simultaneously rearrange these items via touch manipulation. More recently, Biemann et al [5, 6] developed SemanticTalk, software for visualizing brainstorming sessions and thematic concept trails that acted as a visual memory with both spoken dialogs and text documents being captured on a two-dimensional plane.
One of the key features of SemanticTalk was its ability to automatically generate associations between terms within the text identified as being important. This process of identifying key concept terms is being extended by the nascent field of Idea Mining [33] , which focuses on the task of extracting reified idea structures that are embedded within text -whether that be in websites [42, 43] , patents [34] , databases [27] , blogs [35, 38] or scientific literature [36] . A general approach for Idea Mining was introduced by Thorleuchter et al. in [39] , which defined a technological idea as being represented by a combination of a purpose and a corresponding means, before going on to semi-automatically discover novel idea patterns in unstructured technological texts.
While the systems described above offer valuable digital support for the iteration component in real-world brainstorming, they are all limited in one important respect: they still rely heavily on human input to generate the novel ideas themselves. A possible way to attack this issue is to generate new links between problems and solutions -and a plausible approach to doing this is to harness the success of collaborative filtering (CF) techniques. CF algorithms [7, 28] have proven to be extremely effective in generating novel recommendations, both in scientific research and real-world applications. CF uses the known preferences of a group of users to make recommendations (i.e. predictions) of the unknown preferences for other users [30] and CF techniques generally fall into one of three main categories: memory-based, model-based, and hybrid. In this work we focus on the memory-based CF, a method whose most critical component is the mechanism of finding similarities between items and/or users [30] . Many different methods exist to compute similarity [1] , and in this work we focus on three that have proven effective in our experiments -log-likelihood, City Block and Tanimoto, all of which are detailed in [13] .
Motivated by previous findings in CAB, the idea mining methodology currently being developed in the literature and the established effectiveness of recommender system techniques, we present a new algorithm to generate novel idea candidates. This approach automatically extracts <problem,solution> pairs from the titles and abstracts of scientific publications and uses these to computes novel ideas via a CF algorithm. While aimed at helping researchers to conduct scientific research via novel hypothesis generation, our main contribution is to demonstrate the possibility of automating ideation processes via CF techniques.
3 Defining an "Idea"
Young et al. [44] describe two principles for producing novel ideas:
• An idea is nothing more or less than a new combination of old elements.
• The capacity to bring old elements into new combinations depends largely on the ability to see relationships. Based on these principles, we argue that novel idea candidates can be established by uncovering the relationships between problems and solutions within scientific texts. These components can then be intelligently recombined into previously unforeseen <problem,solution> pairs ready for consideration by researchers. This constructive definition of an "idea" echoes Thorleuchter et al 's use of the term, who themselves reference the definitions in [41] in their attempts to identify concepts within various text corpora. In [39] they define an idea as a combination of a means and an appertaining ends, using unconstrained term vectors to represent each of these entities. In contrast, we represent problems and solutions using noun-phrases. This assumption is based on previous studies [16, 21] which indicate that while a sentence's main conceptual information is usually expressed by both noun-and verb-phrases, its primary concepts are predominantly carried by the latter.
Considering a document T , represented as an ordered set of N words, where T = w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w N , then the functional definitions used to construct our representation of an idea are as follows:
Noun-phrase: A noun-phrase, φ, is an ordered subset of the text, extracted from T (in our case extracted from the titles or abstracts of publications using part-of-speech tagging technique):
P-phrase: A p-phrase is defined as a noun-phrase determined to be a scientific problem. We define P T as the set of m p-phrases extracted from a document, T (where m ≤ N ):
S-phrase: An s-phrase is defined as a noun-phrase that has been categorized as a technical solution or a methodological approach. We then define S T to be the set of q p-phrases extracted from the document, T (where q ≤ N ):
Idea: A specific idea 3 can then be defined as a combination of some p-phrase and s-phrase extracted from dataset, D:
Known Idea: A known-idea is defined as a combination of any p-phrase and s-phrase that are found in the same document, T :
Known-ideas may additionally be attributed a relevance value, representing some measure of the idea's significance within the literature. In this work we evaluate four statistics to measure this significance, described in more detail in §4.5.
Novel Idea: A novel-idea is the combination of some p-phrase and s-phrase from the dataset, but which do not co-occur in the same document:
Novel-ideas may also be assigned a value that reflects the strength of the relationship between its p-phrase and s-phrase components (as discussed in §4.6).
Our method focuses on discovering problem-solution relationships between nounphrases as detected in the abstracts (together with their titles) of scientific papers. An abstract is a fully self-contained, capsule description of a paper [23] .
The noun-phrases it contains should reflect the issue(s) that the author(s) wish to address, so a list of noun-phrases extracted from it provides an ideal foundation for our seed pool of p-phrases. If an s-phrase is detected in the same piece of text, semantic relationships between it and neighbouring p-phrases are established 4 . Based on this premise, our approach to subsequently computing novel idea candidates can be broken down into six stages:
1. Noun-phrase extraction from a training-set corpora using Part-Of-Speech tagging. 2. Phrase filtering to remove stop words and text with low information content. 3. Classification of noun-phrases into p-phrases (problems) and s-phrases (solutions). 4. Aggregation of highly co-occurring <p-phrase,s-phrase, relevance> known-idea triples. 5. Processing of this set of known-idea triples via a collaborative filtering mechanism. 6. Assessment of the resulting ranked list of novel idea candidates that is output.
Several of the steps in this automated process analogise to specific stages in traditional brainstorming sessions. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 , which shows the process of the novel idea computation system on the right, and the corresponding steps in real-world ideation sessions on the left. We examine each of the stages in our method in more detail below.
Noun-phrase extraction
The first step in our method involves the detection of noun-phrases within the titles and abstracts of the publications that make up our training set. This is undertaken using a standard Part-of-speech (POS) tagging algorithm 5 . While there exist more complex linguistic indicators of an "idea", there are numerous advantages in assuming that noun-phrases are sufficient to represent the informational content of concepts: they are computationally parsimonious; their detection is well understood algorithmically; and studies show that such n-grams preserve far more semantic content than individual term extraction [12] . Recalling our definition of a noun-phrase, φ = w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n , for each document, T , we are able to produce a list of noun-phrases: Φ T = φ 1 , φ 2 , ... . 
Noun-phrase filtering
Some noun-phrases generated by the POS tagger are not suitable for inclusion within idea construction. In particular, some concepts will be semantically redundant (i.e. they will have minimal information content in the same vein as stop words in traditional informational retrieval tasks). Examples in scientific abstracts are n-grams such as "we present a novel model..." or "our general approach is tested through an evaluation procedure that...". This stage aims to eliminate such phrases, thus streamlining the method's subsequent processing steps. To this end we employ two filtering steps. First, given a set of hand-crafted "danger" terms W , we remove bi-grams that feature any of its elements:
The version of W used in our experiments is listed in Table 7 in the appendix. In addition, we enforce a threshold on the frequency of retained noun-phrases. For this we used Jenks natural breaks classification method [18] , assigning p-phrases into five categories according to their frequency across the corpus, eliminating all noun-phrases in the most frequent category. This step is based on the assumption that phrases that exhibit extremely high frequency either have low information content, or reflect noun-phrases that offer no untapped research value.
Noun-phrases categorization
Now we have a filtered set of noun-phrases we must categorize them into two groups: p-phrases and s-phrases (representing problems and solutions respectively). There are numerous possible approaches to achieve this task, ranging from named entity recognition techniques [25] to the application of linguistic structure matching [9] . Unfortunately, in order to utilise these techniques a vast amount of annotated data is required, data that is as-yet-unavailable. Therefore, and in lieu of a fully supervised machine learning approach, we fall back on a rule based pattern-matching approach to identify s-phrases. Filtered noun-phrases, Φ f iltered , are then compared with a compact bag of trigger words, G, in order to explicitly identify s-phrases.
Examples of these cue terms contained in G might be "method", "approach" and "theory" (the set of trigger words used in our experiments and method of derivation is detailed in Table 6 of the Appendix). Those noun-phrases which remain unmatched are subsequently designated as p-phrases 6 . The result is that for a document, T , we produce a set of s-phrases, S, and p-phrases, P, where:
This stage of classification has analogies to the real-world brainstorming processes discussed in §2 -in the "discuss the problem" stage of the process [26] , if no specific problem angle is specified, participants are instructed to conjure up any noun-phrases that are parts of the problem (i.e. people, places, entities, etc.) in a free-form fashion.
Known-idea construction
The algorithm must now enumerate known-ideas before it will be able to generate novel idea candidates through their recombination. It does this by pairing pphrases and s-phrases deemed to be associated with each other. In linguistic processing the specific relation types that are extant between noun-phrases can be uncovered using a range of extraction techniques such as kernel methods; dependency trees [11] ; text pattern or structure creation [33] ; semantic graphs, topic templates and ontologies (e.g. WordNet) [4, 40] . However, due to the general qualities of a good abstract [3] -i.e. it should be a condensed and concentrated version of the full text of the research manuscript -we are able to assume that the concepts introduced in a single abstract are all related with each other regarding a specific topic domain. This assumption means we can postulate valid idea-pairs simply by observing the co-occurrence of a problem and solution with the same abstract. We note that this approach may generate some unexpected pairings -this, however, is still in line with the general rules of brainstorming, where the pairing non-obvious components can expand the creativity of a real-world ideation session. The corresponding expansion of the idea pool can increase the chances of producing a radical and effective solution, and as such, we currently neglect some traditional linguistic processing constraints:
1. we do not integrate details of relationship types between noun-phrases. 2. nor distances between the root and other nodes in the Parse Tree.
Once co-occurring <p-phrase,s-phrase> pairs have been identified they are assigned a score reflecting their "interestingness" or relevance to the corpus. This value, v, is necessarily subjective, and as such we examine several approaches to determining it, as described in more detail in §4.5. Whatever value is selected, the result of the idea construction process is the set of known-ideas, K = {idea 1 , idea 2 , ...}, as summarised by algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1
1: procedure extract known ideas(D) D is the full document set 2:
K ←ø
Container for the results
3:
for each T in D do
4:
Φ ← extract noun phrases(T )
5:
Φ ← filter(Φ)
6:
S T ← categorize s-phrases(Φ)
7:
P T ← categorize p-phrases(Φ) 8: for each s in S T do 9: for each p in P T do 10: v ← compute idea value(p, s)
11:
idea ← p, s, v 12:
return K The output known-idea set
Relevance values for known-ideas
In this study we have implemented four statistics which attempt to measure the relevance of a known-ideas to future recommendations (and which analogise to the rating a user has assigned to an item in traditional collaborative filtering). Each statistic is described below, with examples illustrated in Table 1: OCC: the simplest way of estimating the relationship intensity between a pphrase and s-phrase is to count the number of distinct documents in which they both appear (based on the assumption that the more times they cooccur, the stronger the relationship there is between them):
FREQ: idea frequency is similar to document occurrences, but also takes into account the frequency of idea-pair occurrences within documents:
CON: In order to address the fact that term counts alone cannot reflect the fact that some problems have numerous lines of attacks, while others have only a limited solution pool, we have defined the statistic contribution. This is a normalization that divides the number of times a certain idea pair co-occurs by the total number of s-phrases used to address the same problem:
IF-IDF: idea frequency / inverse document frequency is an adaptation of the traditional tf-idf statistic that we have designed to addresses two observations: 1. the more times an s-phrase occurs in any given document, the more likely it is to be a 'key' solution to the document's p-phrases, so we wish to favour it; and 2. if an idea-pair crops up across the whole corpus the less likely it is to be "interesting" -either its research value has been saturated, or it is semantically redundant pairing in the same vein as a stop word. IF-IDF balances these two conflicting issues via the following formula 7 : 
Computation of novel-idea pairs
We now address the prediction of new links between problems and solutions through comparison of s-phrase and p-phrase patterns that span across different domains. There are numerous ways to measure similarity between such patterns, but the strategy at the heart of our techniques is based upon a collaborative filtering [7] . Collaborative filtering and the recommendation systems they underpin are based on imputation -a target user's past behaviours are first modelled and then compared to the habits of other users. Items favoured by similar users, but which do not yet exist in the target user's history, are then used as the basis for new recommendations. Our technique considers p-phrases as analogs to users, and s-phrases as items. Traditional recommender systems can be formulated as user-based or item-based algorithms [28] and we assess both approaches. In the generation of novel-ideas, our collaborative filtering task consists of the following steps:
1. construct a preference matrix: in our case, each row represents a pphrase and each column represents an s-phrase with the numerical value at the intersection of a row and a column represents the idea's relevance value, v (as selected from one of the statistics in §4.4). 2. compute similarity scores: for a specific problem vector (i.e. a row in the preference matrix), u, iterate through every other problem vector, w, and compute a similarity s between u and w and retain the k nearest neighbours, N . In our experiments we optimize N for each of the following distance metrics: Tanimoto, Loglikelihood and CityBlock 8 .
3. generate novel-idea pairs: this is achieved by recommending novel solutions to existing problems. For each potential solution, i, that the current problem has no entry for, we consider every vector, w, in the neighbourhood, N , and add its relevance score for solution i to a running average, weighted by the vector's similarity score s. Finally, results are sorted, producing is a ranked list of novel s-phrases to the p-phrase under consideration. The top n s-phrases are combined with the p-phrase under consideration as our novel-idea prediction (in our experiments n is drawn from 2, 5, 10).
Experimental Evaluation
A collection of the titles and abstracts was studied, extracted randomly from 3072 English language articles published in the journal Science. The dataset, covering the years 1998-2015, was partitioned so that half of the articles formed our training set, D, and the other half our test set. After noun-phrase filtering, Φ contained 48,958 noun-phrases and noun-phrase categorization resulted in 46,035 p-phrases and 2,923 s-phrases. From this the algorithm constructed 70,760 unique <p-phrase,s-phrase> known-idea pairs 9 .
For each model parametrization a set of novel idea candidates were generated from the training set. These were then evaluated to determine if recommended idea-candidates actually occurred in the test set, with results being summarized for each p-phrase using traditional precision, recall and F-measure scores. This process was repeated for both user-and item-based collaborative filtering, using relevance value statistics drawn from {OCC, CON, IF-IDF} (n.b. FREQ is not reported due to its similarity to OCC) and varying the size of the recommended solution list for each p-phrase (n ∈ {2, 5, 10}). Overall mean precision, recall and F-measure scores were produced for each of the 54 model parameterizations (we report the results for each model using an optimized neighbourhood).
Results
Every stage of our approach has the potential for future refinement. Despite this, the novel-idea candidates output by the system's first iteration were highly encouraging. Examples of the system's output in Table 2 , taken from a range of categories in the Science corpus, illustrate the cogent recommendations the system can produce. Precision and recall results are similarly positive -full results in Tables 3-5 indicate how the number of items in the recommendation set influences results for each of the relevance values we tested (with the size of the neighbourhood being optimized for each recommendation set size). Table 2 . Examples of novel idea-pairs generated from, using User-CityBlock similarity and OCC metric, with a neighbourhood of k = 50. Because we are assessing the efficacy of our idea recommendation approach as a whole rather than contrasting results for different collaborative filtering parameterizations, let us first consider the system's top 2-recommendations. The results tables illustrate that across the board the system's top two novel idea recommendations match our test set over 90% of the time (with a maximum recall of 0.941 when using the CityBlock similarity measure and a relevance value based on OCC -see Table 2 for example idea pairs). While these statistical results are highly encouraging we note that extensive human evaluation of output ideas is required before we can be confident that these results could be translated into hypothesis generation processes. Additionally -and as one might expect -as the size of our recommendation list increases, results drop off starkly (by the time we have reached 10-recommendations the F-measure of our recommendations has fallen by almost half). This indicates that the system currently works optimally only for its highest ranked recommendations. Table 4 . CON performance (precision/recall/F-measure) Table 5 . IF-IDF performance (precision/recall/F-measure) In a comparison of the distance metric used to determine CF neighbourhoods, the CityBlock measure is the clear winner. This represents absolute distance between solution vectors, and for all parameterizations of the model it consistently returns the highest F-measure results (this is down mostly to its superior precision results, with recall being relatively consistent across all distance measures).
A clear contrast also exists between results for user-and item-based collaborative filtering approaches, with the former performing far better than the latter in all cases. We conclude from these results that it is far better to recommend new solutions to old problems, than to try and bring new problems to old solutions. In many ways this is an intuitive result, as it is far more likely that extant solutions will be immediately attempted when new research problems arise.
Finally we consider the effectiveness of the three idea relevance scores tested. Despite being the least complex statistic implemented, OCC provides the strongest results. While only edging out the other statistics tested, the preference for OCC is statistically significant (with a paired t-test producing a p-value of < 0.001). Results for CON and IF-IDF are almost indistinguishable, and examination of idea recommendations for each problem indicate an extremely high crossover (in fact 44% of problems received identical recommendation sets for all sizes of recommendation list). These results appear to indicate that simply counting idea-pair occurrences in the dataset is a sufficient basis to assess the significance of a solution to any given problem.
This study demonstrated the plausibility of generating novel idea-candidates in an automated fashion. User-based CF offered the best performance and, while different distance measures produced comparable results, OCC provided a simple method to achieve the most effective performance. Nonetheless, there is scope for further research at each of the stages of the idea-generation process.
First, there is potential to improve the filtering of noun-phrases identified by POS tagging (based perhaps upon a more formalized information-theoretic approach to detecting 'semantically redundant' terms). Second, our approach to classifying s-phrases and p-phrases remains relatively coarse, using a pattern matching approach based on trigger words. A further investigation of this processing stage would be of particular interest and numerous options seem viable.
It is our aim, for example, to implement a supervised classification model to improve detection of s-phrases and p-phrases. The input features for this model could be generated from language models [29] , lexical cohesion [24] and linguistic grammar-based techniques [8] , in addition to the statistical features already used. Training would need to be performed on ground truth annotations of scientific abstracts, but these could be collated in a crowd-sourced fashion by presenting abstracts to domain experts and allowing them to manually identify problem and solution term patterns within the text. The goal here would be to directly address some of the limitations with our current approach, such as the fact that p-phrases and s-phrases are overly dependent upon their context (for example, a p-phrase in one document might be an s-phrase in another).
Additional areas of interest lie not only in investigating other similarity measures from the collaborative filtering literature, but also in exploring other external indicators of a known-idea's relevance value. These might include the number of citations generated by the paper the idea appears in, or the impact factor of its parent publication, or indeed any of the host of methods that are used to assess the relevance of a paper within the scientific literature.
Finally, and perhaps of greatest importance, there is a good deal of room to extend our evaluation of the efficacy of the ideas generated by the system. Currently, we assess a novel-idea candidate's merit based upon whether it occurs in (or is absent from) future literature. This neglects two factors: 1. the comprehensibility and interestingness of generated idea-pairs (a situation which can only be addressed by a programme of human evaluation of the system's outputs), and 2. any assessment of an idea's inventiveness. Currently, if a recommended idea does not appear in our test set, it is deemed as a false positive out of hand, whereas it may be the case that the idea is simply yet to be researched.
Conclusion
In this study, we have presented a first approach for generating novel idea candidates from corpora of scientific text, that is decomposable into six distinct stages. Noun-phrases are extracted from the abstracts of scientific papers via POS tagging; a filtering process occurs to remove redundant concepts; the results set of phrases are subsequently categorized into problem and solution; co-occurring pairs are assigned a relevance score (based on number of co-occurrences, contribution to a problem's overall support or an idea frequency/inverse document frequency score); and finally a collaborative filtering algorithm generates new idea recommendations. This process illustrates the ability to transform of unstructured textual data into structured idea pairs, and the potential to manipulate that structure computationally to generate new idea candidates. The approach was evaluated using a subset of publications from the journal Science, and both statistical and qualitative evaluations indicate strongly encouraging results, with an OCC relevance value combined with a (user-based) CityBlock similarity measure offering the best performance. Our hope is that in establishing this modular approach to automated idea generation, each stage may be honed by the broader research community to ultimately produce a system that has real utility to hypothesis generation.
